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“I am a Ukrainian” Propaganda Video Exposed As
Kony-Style Scam
Regime change propaganda goes viral

By Paul Joseph Watson
Global Research, February 22, 2014
Infowars.com
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As they seize weapons, take over government buildings and fire on media outlets, the US-
backed Ukrainian protesters are being afforded legitimacy with the aid of a Kony 2012-style
viral video which triumphs the grass roots nature of the demonstrations yet is linked to
shadowy NGOs that have been directly involved in staging phony ‘color revolutions’ in the
past.

The video is meant to push the idea that the Ukrainian revolt is grass roots, but its origins
can be traced back to the U.S. State Department.

Original ‘I am a Ukrainian’ video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hvds2A…
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